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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to study sustainable building and to acquire 
knowledge how Swedish giant company in housing sector like JM and SKB built 
their sustainable building - leading the way towards a sustainable future which 
will be adapted to future climate changes as well as ecological value and 
safeguarding biodiversity. 
 
This thesis is important for the sustainable development in building sector. This 
thesis is interesting for all housing owner with interest in a sustainable way to 
save energy, money and environment. JM and SKB show how to approach 
sustainable development in two different ways, to reduce the environmental 
impact by reducing the energy use and choosing materials with low embodied 
energy.  So in the wider perspective, it is contributing to a development of a 
major part of the forthcoming building stock- leading the way towards a 
sustainable future. 
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FOREWORD 

This work is carried out as my master thesis at KTH. I have learned a lot about 
building materials, building process, green building, calculations of heat losses etc. 
during this thesis work which will be a stepping stone for my future work. My 
main goal was in this thesis to gain an overall knowledge of the interconnection 
between the building sector, the energy uses in building and the environment. It 
was complex task for me as this project demand system thinking, understanding 
sections of different building component from different angles and selecting 
relevant drawings with my work because JM and SKB give me the online access of 
the whole project and it was over 1000 drawing in each project. The main 
problem was all documentation was in Swedish. Thanks to 
https://translate.google.com/, as I always get help from them, but sometime it 
was very funny, no meaning at all. 
  
Now, I wish to thank my supervisor Professor Folke Björk for his help who always 
supporting and guiding me through my master’s thesis. Without his guidance, 
advices and contribution I can’t finish this work. I also want to thank Frida 
Runemo(JM), Agneta Persson(WSP) and Johan Jarding(SKB) for their participation 
in meetings.  
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Introduction 

Importance of Sustainability 

Sustainability provide for the needs of today without impairing the ability of future generations 
to meet their needs. To live sustainable means to live in a balance way so that we can continue 
living in the same way for all eternity. We no need to take more from the natural resources 
than can handle or produce or replace. We need to use the natural recourses in a good way 
instead of consuming it forever. Even though economic profit is highly prioritized today, we 
can’t destroy the environment, the natural recourses as a result future generation will suffer. 
So everyone should live in a sustainable way.  
 
 

Sustainable building 

A sustainable building is prepared to overcome unexpected situations. Even changing the 
needs, sustainable building can be adjusted without drastic change. We did not care of the 
sustainability issue past centuries as a result we see now a fast changes of environment and 
climate. The dramatic increase of the greenhouse gas concentration leads to increased 
temperature, glaciers receding and sea levels rising. 40% of energy used for heating the building 
stock in Sweden. To reduce the energy use in building sector is an important environmental 
issue. The governmental goal is to reduce the energy use in the housing  sector by 20 %  by 
2020 and 50% by 2050 compare to 1990 [1]  & the sector should not be dependent on fossil 
fuel as a result  uses of renewable energy sources should be increased. 
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Background 
Royal Seaport, Stockholm, is one of the largest urban development projects in Europe, planning 
12,000 new apartments and 35,000 workplaces establishment by 2030 [2] & it will also be 
adapted to future climate changes as well as ecological value and safeguarding biodiversity. The 
first part of this report is an investigation of energy demand. The second part of this report is to 
analyze different building component such as roof, wall, window and basement.  The last part 
of the report investigates the special loads on the building that will come because of climate 
change and how the buildings are prepared for. All of the three parts of this repot exemplified 
by the apartment buildings built by JM & SKB at Royal Seaport as the Pathways to a Sustainable 
future. 
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Environmental commitment of a Building 
 

From point of energy  
-The building will be part of optimized energy systems with high efficiency. 
-Installations designed with fans, pumps lighting, etc. with the lowest energy consumption.  
-The building is to be ventilated by mechanical exhaust and air ventilation with heat exchanger. 
-The building ventilated should be by natural ventilation which has a good impact in energy savings, 

occupant satisfactory and indoor air quality.                                                                                                 

-Building should have an envelope with high energy which means a very low energy demand.                  
-Window and door area should be minimized.                                                                                            
-Building to be designed for a good indoor climate with regard to solar radiation, temperature and 
ventilation efficiency. 
- Considerable low U value for all building parts. 
- Sedum roof. 
-Energy use in buildings should not exceed 55 kWh / m2 per year 
                                                                                      

From point of moisture                                                                                                                               
-Building constructions and installations shall be chosen so that the long term ensures that moisture 
damage not occurs in parts of the building and that a good indoor climate is obtained.                                 
-Wood or boards that are incorporated should not be higher moisture content than 16%.                            
-The buildings will be designed and set up so that damage to microbial growth, bad odors or other 
hygienic inconvenience due to construction moisture or moisture ingress does not occur. 
-Concrete structures or masonry structures that connect to the organic material shall be protected with 
a vapor barrier. Even roofs should be protected with a vapor barrier between the concrete and 
insulation.                                                                                                                                                                         
-The construction process should be secured so that building materials and constructions are protected 
from damaging moisture and dirt. Materials must be protected against weather both at the warehouse 
and during construction.                                                                                                                                                   
-A method to ensure moisture safety in the construction process should be selected, a moisture expert 
to be appointed. 
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From point of Building materials                                                                                                                                      
-Delay of rainwater runoff will be achieved by appropriate design of the roof. Construction materials 
must be selected so that day and groundwater are not adversely affected. Copper and zinc and its alloys 
are not used as materials in the roof and wall sheets or in the gutters. Galvanized materials in the 
outdoor environment surface treated. Roofs are fitted with sedum.                                                                            
-Construction and facade materials should withstand high humidity and high temperatures.                    
-The facade material is primarily plaster or brick. Wood paneling is advantageously chosen at balconies. 

 

From point of Building structure 
-The number of different balcony types should be limited. 
-Balconies/terraces must be placed above the other. 
-Balconies furniture should be designed only for 4 people, not less. 
-Balcony should be placed preferably with connection to the living room or kitchen. 
-Storm water systems should be designed so that they are able to receive large amounts of rainfall. 
-Buildings ground floor and basement will be designed so that they can withstand future floods, 
waterproof constructions. 
-All apartments will have an available storage room outside the apartment for storing seasonal 
equipment. The store can also be performed with extra surface area for bicycle storage. 
 

From point of Air tightness 
-Requirements for building envelope air tightness is 0.25 l / s * m 3 at 50 Pa pressure.  
-The performance of thermal insulation and making airtight layer must be checked which risk of 
increased heat loss can occur, e.g. connections between building components, blocks joints, thermal 
bridges, window connections, installation penetrations, etc.  
-Air tightness measurement to be performed. 
-Air ducts should be checked so that they are clean.  
 

From point of Maintenances 
-Construction will be planned and designed for easy and cost-effective operation for quality assurance 
and for future maintenance. 
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Energy efficiency of a building 

 

Figure1. System boundary of delivered and exported energy [3] 

 

 

Figure2. Model of energy efficient housing [4] 
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Energy and buildings in Sweden 
Sweden is a first world country with a high living standard (GDP per capita USD 40,700) and rich in 
resources for heating and power production.  Sweden is located on the northern part of Europe 
between 55° and 70° latitude with an average annual outdoor temperature that ranges from 9°C in the 
south to below 0°C in the north [1]. So, there is a dependency on energy resources to obtain sufficient 
indoor thermal comfort due to its climatic condition. Sweden ranked third by the World Energy Council 
in their Energy Sustainability Index on 2013 which includes three indicators: energy security, social 
equality and environment impact mitigation.  
 
At that period 1960’s and 1970’s, energy efficiency buildings were not prioritized due to low energy 
prices. As a result, the residential and service sector became the most energy intensive sector with 
about 40% of the total final energy demand in Sweden. But the situation is changed now due to climate 
change all over the world. Every country now started to build energy efficient and environmental 
friendly houses and renovated the old ones to save energy. The Swedish Government’s goal is 20% 
lower total energy demand by 2020 and 50% lower total energy demand by 2050, in comparison with 
year 1990 [1]. 

To build an environmental friendly house, energy efficiency should definitely be the main agenda. An 
energy efficient house not only save money on monthly bills, but also help the environment, making 
green. Studies performed that 40% of total energy losses happen via the ceilings, 25% through walls, 
15% through windows, 10% through floor and 10% through others [5]. 

There are several methods (HVAC-mostly used, Excel tool, VIP energy program and IDA ICE energy 
simulation) for calculating energy consumption of a building. Some of these methods are based on 
computer analysis and some of these methods are based on hand calculation using different empirical 
mathematical formulae which is very complicated and provide very inaccurate result, if the building is 
highly insulated. 

Calculation process 

-When planning a building process, the design program provide most of the values for calculations like 
heated area of the building, door-window-roof area and U value of different component, Um value, 
thermal heated envelop.                                                                                                                                               
-The value of technical system like heating, cooling, ventilation etc. are determined by experts or 
technical standard documents followed by building code                                                                                      
-Calculations are done by tools after determining all required value.                                                          –
The results of the calculations are expressed in term of …KWh/m2. 
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Energy requirements 
 

According to Swedish Building code (BBR), new building in Sweden needs to fulfill a set 
of points concerning safety, energy efficiency and comfort. For establishments of these 
points, first of all Sweden, the whole area is divvied into 3 climate zone. Energy 
requirements in each zone listed in Table 1. Stockholm is on III zone. 
 

 
Figure3. Climate zone according to BBR [1] 

 
 

 

Table 1: Energy requirement by Swedish building code in 3 different climate zone 

Climate Zone I II III 

The building’s specific energy efficiency* KWh/m2 year 130 (95) 110 (75) 90 (55) 

Installed power rating for heating**              KW 5.5 5.0 4.5 

Average thermal transmittance                  W/ (m2K) 0.4 0.4 0.4 

 
*Household electricity not included. Values in brackets are for dwellings with electric heating. 
**For dwelling with electric heating and heated area ≤ 130 m2 and 0.035 KW should be added 
for each additional 1 m2 heated building area. 
 
 
Table 2: The Swedish centre for passive houses have given the criteria shown in table below [6]- 

Climate Zone I II III 

Heat load demand/Floor area                                         W/m2 19 18 17 

For non electric heating systems                                    kWh/m2year 63 59 55 

For electric heating systems                                           kWh/m2year 31 29 27 

For combination of different types of heating systems   kWh/m2year 78 73 68 
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The Miljöbyggnad certification system is developed for Swedish construction practice based on 
Swedish climate conditions considering 16 different performance indications where two concern 
regarding energy use: the building’s specific final energy demand and the maximum heat load 
demand/floor area. Each indicator is graded by Bronze, Silver and Gold. 

Table 3: The Miljöbyggnad certification system grading scale for energy demand indicator 

Indicator Bronze Silver Gold 

The specific final energy demand* 100% 75% 65% 

Heat load demand/Floor area (W/m2) with electric heat ≤ 40 ≤ 30 ≤ 20 

Other ≤ 60 ≤ 40 ≤ 25 

*% of the energy requirement according to BBR, Table 1 

In general better efficiency of a building corresponds to: 

    -larger amount of open space in the surrounding area 

    -greater provision of green and water bodies 

    -cooler indoor thermal conditions in warmer season 

    -warmer indoor thermal condition in cold season 

    -greater access of natural light into the indoor spaces  
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Building component 

Roof 
A roof has several functions, all required for the building to perform satisfactory. The design of the roof 

and the selection of building materials should always be performed so that the function is attained. It is 

however crucial that the design is also durable, so that the functions are retained. First of all, the roof 

has to protect against weather and wind. This includes protection against snow, sun, rain and moisture. 

The roof is most exposed to rain among all building parts. Therefore it is important to achieve an 

effective drainage and guttering without leakage. 

Environmental commitment of a green roof  

Green roof system is an extension of an existing roof which will be water proofing system containing 

drainage system with filter cloth, a lightweight growing medium and plants. Green roof has some 

advantages over normal roof:  

 Reduce air-conditioning costs                                                                                                                                   

 Reduce winter heating costs                                                                                                                                     

 Storm water management tool                                                                                                                                 

 Transform dead space into garden space : Improve public relations                                                                

 Reduce smog and improve air quality                                                                                                                     

 Reduce noise                                                                                                                                                                

 Provide green space                                                                                                                                                   

 New Job opportunities: manufacturing, plant growth, design, installation, and maintenance                    

 Green roofs ensure an extra fire protection.                                                                                                                                                     

 Best cost / benefit ratio.                                                                                                                                            

 Moreover using green roof as urban agriculture could create a local food system. It may be a way to 

educate the teenagers living in this area for example by helping in the maintenance of the garden. 
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Figure4. Section of a green roof [7] 

 
According to the picture, a green roof is composed by many layers build separately. Each layer has its 
function.                                                                                                                                                                         
1. Concrete structure.                                                                                                                                                    
2. Damp proof membrane: is a horizontal barrier designed to resist moisture.                                                         
3. Insulation: EPS, thickness 8 cm                                                                                                                                 
4. Waterproof repellant layer: A green roof can be installed with any kind of waterproofing system, but 
single-ply membranes become very popular in recent years. The waterproofing layer is typically 
assumed to be a membrane. Moreover this system permits the water to return to the atmosphere 
through evaporation and transpiration.                                                                                                                   
5. Drainage: Drainage allows excess water to drain away from the roof drains. Some drainage layers also 
provide a reservoir to retain moisture for a longer period and increase drought tolerance of the plants. 
Most green roof companies now use a plastic drain mat with a structural pattern resembling landscape 
paver. The minimum drain layer thickness is usually 20 mm.                           
6. Filter layer: not only allows water to flow through; it also prevents soil and sediments from being 
washed into the roof drains, at last but not least serves as a root barrier.  
7. Growing media is a special engineered soil which is use for green roof plants. It allows water to be 
drain away and absorbed insuring plant survival. Substrates contain specified ratio of organic and 
inorganic material.                                                                                                                                                         
8. We can create walkway placing gravel between the soils. 
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Wall                                                                                                                                                                                  
A wall should:  Support comfort and manage moisture.                                                                                                                                                           

Environmental commitment of a wall 

A wall is exposed to different loads for example mechanical loads, moisture loads, movement in building 
materials and surroundings. These loads will affect a wall in different ways.                                              

Mechanical load - A wall will carry a lot of weight, all weight from above in the building is carried 
through the wall to the foundation. This is including the weight of the roof, the upper floors live load 
and dead load. There will also be loads caused by people, loads you might not think about when 
designing a wall but loads you will expect from it. For example: People will probably kick a ball against it 
or lean stuff against it, both from inside and from outside. The wall will have to be able to take 
horizontal forces as well. Another big horizontal force is the force caused by wind, in high buildings this 
can be a very big force.  

Moisture load – If there is a leakage in the façade, the water may be able to drain out to an air gap of a 
wall as a result mold can start to grow. This will lead to weakening the material inside the wall and can 
cause an unhealthy environment as well as can destroy the building. So, moisture load has to be 
considered when building and designing a wall. Moisture loads from the outside are: rain, snow, frost, 
ice, haze etc. The facades have to withstand and repel the free water and prevent it from penetrating 
the wall, and will be the first and biggest protection for free water from outside. Moisture can rise from 
the ground through the foundation to the wall. Moisture loads from the inside: moisture produced by 
people, from cooking, washing etc. It is important to have some kind of moisture barrier or moisture 
rejecting material that is preventing the moisture to penetrate the wall.  

Movement in building materials - Building materials can expand or shrink during summer or winter and 
this movement in materials can cause cracks on the wall of a building. A building settles on ground with 
time. Different parts of the building can settle differently depending on the weight and material quality 
of that building, this different settlement can cause movement in the wall, resulting cracks appear on 
the wall. 

Figure5. Example of different settlement and how it affects the wall of a building [8] 
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Window 

The reasons to have windows: well-being for occupants, letting light into the room and airing. It should 
also be good acoustic properties, withstand burglary, wind and water resistant, have a good thermal 
insulation and contribute to an energy efficient building. 
 

Environmental commitment of a window 

 
Windows feature to address - the energy efficiency. To increase this performance it is important to 
understand the heat transfer through windows. The heat transfer through windows can be divided into 
three parts: Conduction, convection and radiation. The conduction mostly takes place in the frame of 
the window where heat are transferred through the material of the frame, the convection occurs due to 
air movements between the window panes and the radiation travels through the window panes. All 
three parts of the heat transfer should be addressed in order to achieve an energy efficient window.  
 
The heat transfer due to convection should be reduced by increasing the number of panes in the 
window and panes should be connected to each other enclosing a gas in between. The gas enclosed 
between the windows is often air, but it can also be argon or krypton to increase the insulating effect.  
The conduction part of the heat transfer can be reduced by selecting a frame with low U-value. The U-
value is highly dependent on the material of the frame. The heat transfer due to radiation can be 
handled by using low emissivity coatings on the window panes. The coatings often contain a thin layer of 
metals or metal oxides, and the practical function is that the coating reflects infrared energy, thus 
keeping the infrared radiation on the side from where it originated. In winter the IR-radiation created 
indoors will be reflected back inside, while in summer the unwanted radiation will be kept outside. 
Another aspect, apart from energy efficiency, that should be taken into account is the soundproofing.  
 
The energy efficiency performance can be increased by:  

 Tight seal among window, window frame and wall 

 Window panes of different thicknesses  

 No ventilation valves in the frame  

 Large air gaps between panes, minimum 30 mm 
• Window frame should be constructed in a way so that the window can easily be opened and allow 
airing.  
• The window frame as well as glass should be designed against fire protection so that it can work as an 
emergency route. 
• Connection between window and wall as well as the distance between the glass layers in the frame 
should be designed to fulfill acoustic demands. 
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Figure6. A typical energy efficient window [8] 

 

 
Figure7. A typical energy efficient wall [9] 
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Basement 

The function of a basement is to work as a moisture barrier, radon barrier and load carrying of the 
whole structure through foundation. The basement provides space for storage, laundry, waste 
gathering and garage and shelter. The basement can also provide space for utility room and 
common room for arranging party. The choice of technical solution should be based on ground 
conditions; the basement should withstand the load from the construction through foundation.  
 

Environmental commitment of a basement 

-Storm water should be rejected by the façade of a basement. 
-Control the ground water level by using a drainage pipe and draining materials around the basement.  
-The gravel under the slab and around the foundation walls should work as a capillary breaking layer and 
hinder capillary suction.  
-Basement should be ventilated to give sufficient air quality and transport away moisture in the air.  
-Built-in moisture should be able to dry out without causing damages or create an unhealthy 
environment.  
-Drainage, moisture barriers and capillary breaking layers to hinder moisture transport and damages.  
-Basement working as load bearing structure. 
-Basement wall should be insulating properly to make a good indoor climate as well as to minimize the 
energy consumption. 
-Insulation should be non-organic: resistant against water and mould growth. 
-Basement walls should be at least 20 cm deep under the soil and down to the bottom edge of the beam  
-The bottom edge of the drain pipe must be below the lowest point of the basic structure for the water 
to be able to find its way out. The drain pipe together with a drain material has as a function to stop 
ground water and surface water from getting contact with basement walls or floor.  
-Drainage inclination should be away from the Basement wall and not towards the basement. The 
minimum slope angle should be 1:20, according to the Swedish regulation in the AMA book.  
 

 
Figure8. A typical energy efficient Basement to foundation [10] 
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Climate Change and its probable effects on buildings 
 

 
Figure9. Experts through the ages regarding climate change [11] 

 
 

Donald J. Trump  

The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-
competitive. 
8:15 PM - 6 Nov 2012 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/265895292191248385
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/265895292191248385
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/265895292191248385
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Figure10. Climatic action on a building process [12] 

 
Buildings are designed in such way that a minimum resistance of the loads that act on the 
structure and on building parts such as roofs, walls, windows and foundations can carry. 
Changes in climate may have consequences in the design of newly built structures as well as the 
existing building stock.  
 
Cost of construction is based on choice of designs and materials. It is also are important to have 
a low maintenance cost. Materials and design choices is important to provide a low energy 
consumption for heating and cooling and to resist any increase in extreme winds and increased 
relative humidity’s and higher temperatures than before.  
 
Climate change means shifts in temperatures, relative humidity, rainfall and wind. The buildings 
will be affected by this because the materials lifetimes may be shortened, which directly means 
increased maintenance costs. An increase of the relative humidity further entails a risk of 
increased moisture and mold-related damages, as a result increasing maintenance costs and 
health effect. So, the impact on the building envelope or outer wall, windows, doors, roof and 
foundation needs to be discussed on the basis of climatic factors. Climatic actions on buildings – 
such as wind, temperature, rain and snow - have intensities that vary in time. The impacts of 
climate change on structural safety are listed below: 
1. Wind load 
2. Temperature load 
3. Water accumulation due to heavy rain 
4. Snow load 
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These climatic actions are relevant in structural design of buildings. So, now it’s time to 
consider these climatic changes in structural design to build a sustainable future.  
 

Wind load 

The wind gives horizontal load on all types of building especially on high rise building. So it’s 
relevant to consider wind load for the design of stability of structures. Storms lead to the 
largest damage worldwide. 
 
Effect of heavy wind 
Heavy wind, storm and hurricane, occurring mainly around our coasts, but occasionally also 
affected inland of the devastating winds. Beaufort scale indicates the strong wind with a force 
of  
-20-24 m / s, causes less damage to house, cowl and roof tiles blown down.  
-24-32 m / s cause significant / substantial damage to the house.  
Significant storms in Sweden: 
25th December 1902, "julstormen" Gotland (boats up on shore), 35 m / s Copenhagen 
29th Aug 1943, NO SÖ Gotland and Svealand 
3rd Jan 1954, East Svealand and Norrland, SE, 36 m/s in average wind speed of possession.  
1967, 17th October, Eastern Gotland, multiple fatalities, 40 m / s average wind during a 10-
minute period! 
1969 22nd Sept, Svealand and northern Gotland, 10 dead, 35 m / s 
1969 1st Aug, Svealand and northern Gotland, 6 dead, 36 m / s 
1978 30th December, easterly blizzard in southern Sweden, 36 m / s in Hano 
1992 20th Dec, Tarfalaorkanen 69 m / s (wind gust) 
1994 27-28th Sept., Storm on the northern Baltic Sea, Estonia disaster, 25 m / s 
1999 3rd -4th Dec, major damage in Malmö on buildings, 36 m / s 
2002 29th January, hurricane on Växjö, 41 m / s  
2005, 8-9th Jan, Southern and Central Gotland, 33 m /s [13] 
 
 

Temperature load 

Differences in temperature cause structures to expand or become smaller. These movements 
should be taken into account by proper design of tolerances in the structures. This is relevant 
for design of all types of structures, especially where different materials meet each other. 
Buildings should be designed to withstand large temperature differences, from + 38 ° C (Ultuna 
1933 9th July and Målilla 1947 29th June) to -52.6 ° C (Vouggatjolme 1966 2nd Feb) [13]. 
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Precipitation and water accumulation due to heavy rain 

Precipitation in Sweden varies geographically. In the mountains it is over 2000 mm annually, 
while it is about 500 mm in the country. An example of extreme rainfall in a short time is 276 
mm beside Fulufjället in Dalarna in 1997, 30 to 31 August. The rain at Fulufjället caused major 
erosion damage. Heavy rainfall causes each year floods and damage to buildings everywhere in 
the world.  Significant flooding in recent years: 
In Skåne 2002 Feb  
In Småland 2003 July 
In Emån I Småland 2004 July [13] 
 
Driving rain creates because of high winds, falling relative horizontally against a building and 
thus easily causes moisture damage.   
 

Snow load 

Extreme snowfall gives vertical loads on roofs, which have to be carried by the roof and this 
load has to be transported to the foundation. Big snow loads can cause damage to buildings.  
Examples of heavy snow and caused damage are: 
Winter 1976-1977 Vastervik - Kalmar region,  
1985 3-8 chain in East Småland,  
1987-1988 in the area Lulea - Örnsköldsvik max 127 cm,  
1992-1993 in Örnsköldsvik and  
1998; 7 Dec in the Gavle (130 cm) [13] 
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Strategies for Adapting to Climate Change 

 

Figure11. Flooding in Hallsberg, Sweden, 2015 [14] 

 

Figure12. Global Green homes being built in New Orleans [15] 

                                                                                       Photo: Global Green 
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There are many ways in which we can plan today for a changing climate. The strategies 
described below provide a sampling of ideas but this is not a comprehensive list. Many of these 
strategies make sense for other reasons, such as reduced operating costs, reduced emissions 
etc. Most of these strategies for adapting buildings to the effects of climate change are 
relatively straightforward. There are other challenges that are likely to be far more complex, 
requiring significant cultural and economic shifts if we are adapting to a future that is not only 
warmer but must function without petroleum. Alternate transportation systems, new 
agricultural practices and food systems, more localized economies, and stronger neighborhood 
and community networks will make us more resilient to climatic action. Many of these 
measures also help to mitigate climate change—and quite a few reduce building operating 
costs or improve durability, benefiting building owners as well as the future of the planet. 
 

Some strategies to adapt climate change: 
There are a number of strategies that are possible in order to adapt for the problems with 
climate change: 
-Wooden facades may need to be painted more often. 
-Brick facades require good roof drainage. 
-Windows need to be painted more often. 
-Basement flooding may happen due to sudden high rainfall. So, it should be waterproof. 
-High humidity combined with high temperatures can give increased problems of mold, 
bacteria, rot, corrosion and insect infestation. So, modified designs and materials may be 
necessary. 
-Leaves, pine needles and other debris can clog the drainage system. So, it should be checked 
regularly. 
-Flat roofs should be kept free of standing water which is easily done by the drains cleared. 
-To reduce the impact on the windows from the rain, eaves designed so that the window does 
not receive water. 
- Different types of heating systems such as heat pumps and solar panels can reduce energy use 
for heating. In order to reduce the cooling load, shielding from sunlight by windows and facades 
are important. It saves energy and makes a positive impact on climate change.  
-Design natural ventilation into buildings in both low relative humidity and high relative 
humidity area. Natural ventilation can be used as a backup cooling strategy that can be used 
during power outages. 
-Limit internal heat gains by specifying high-efficiency lighting, office equipment, appliances and 

mechanic equipment.                                                                                                                                                                      

-Provide landscaping such as trees, vines, existing vegetation, annuals and green roof to 

minimize cooling requirements on a building.                                                                                                                                   

-Avoid building in flood zones and consider designing to 500-year floods instead of 100-year 

flood.                                                                                                                                                                 

-Raise buildings off above the ground especially in flood-prone areas. Raise buildings or living 

spaces above ground level to minimize damage during flooding with any type of pier 

foundation.                                                                                                                                                       
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-Specify materials that can survive flooding especially in flood prone or hurricane prone areas. 

In that area materials should be used that can get wet and then dry out with minimal damage.                        

-In urban and suburban areas, building should be access to the sun because solar energy will 

become more important with climate change. Solar electricity, water heating, space heating, 

absorption cooling and evaporation cooling depend on solar access. So, solar access should be 

mandated with other provisions. 

 
 

 

Figure13. SOLARA, a 56-unit affordable housing project in Poway, California Solar panels provide 142 kW 
of electricity, about 90% of the needs of the complex [15]. 

Photo: Community Housing Works, Owner/Developer 
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Assessing of Climate Change effect on building using FMEA 

method (Failure mode and effect analysis) 
Structural safety and buildings codes- 
 
The calculation of loads and resistance of building structures is based on a reliability analysis using 
probabilistic models where all relevant aspects are considered. The probability of resistance R of a 
structure and the load effect S are assumed. A structure is safe when R is larger than S.  This can be 
expressed by: 
R > S, where S is depending on climatic actions and R on the material properties 
R and S can be calculated using probabilistic distribution functions.  
During the service life of a building, there are different issues that could damage different parts of it. In 

order to ensure that all the building’s functions are ensured throughout its entire service life, it is 

necessary to ensure the use of high quality materials and well designed connection. 

Building design established today is based on historical data. But now-a-days historical data can no 

longer represent future condition as climate is changing faster everywhere in the world. Throughout 

next 50 years, Stockholm weather is expected to change in temperature, relative humidity, snow fall, 

wind pressure and UV radiation. So, these climatic changes may affect Stockholm’s existing building 

stock. Here my task is assessing of climate change effect on JM and SKB buildings at Royal Sea Port using 

FMEA method. Throughout the report we will examine the performance of the building parts, evaluate 

the materials which were used and specify the possible risks taking into consideration the FMEA. The 

FMEA method includes- 

-The most important components of a building.                                                                                                      

–Identify climatic changing parameters.                                                                                                                           

–Measure probability of occurrence of climatic action.                                                                                             

–The risk analysis.                                                                                                                                                           

–Engineering analysis.                                                                                                                                                    

–Recommendation and conclusion on building system. 

The most important components of a building/ Building components inventory— 

Drainage                                                                                                                                                                           

Foundation                                                                                                                                                                                

Wall                                                                                                                                                                                    

Door                                                                                                                                                                            

Window &                                                                                                                                                                     

Roof 

Identify climatic change parameter:                                                                                                                         

This step involves the collection of data which includes identification of components of an infrastructure 

to be assessed considering with climatic factors. The climatic data are obtained from a variety of sources 

including peer review studies and professional judgments. The period of time for which the structure is 

expected to operate and sufficiency is at least 50 years. 
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                   Average temperature per month                          Average days with precipitation 
Figure14. Average temperature and days with precipitation per month [16] 

 

Probability of occurrence of heavy climatic action:                                                                                    

Swedish building code and EuroCode provides some initial guidance that are relevant to design and 

performance of a building. But they do not have design criteria for severe environmental effects. This is 

a gap which may be fulfilled by future research. 

Risk analysis:                                                                                                                                                                 

To identify building components that may be vulnerable to climate change.                                                     

If no data are available on expected performance, recommendations for further research are given. 

Engineering analysis:                                                                                                                                                 

Some risk analysis may require engineering analysis to measure the level of vulnerability. Since, most 

climatic design empirically based, no rigorous analysis is made. 

Risk priority number (RPN) Assessment:                                                                                                                                                         

The site response to climatic change is developed and formed through subsequent steps for 

vulnerability assessment which include: Structural strength, serviceability parameter, water shedding 

and responses. The failure mode and risk analysis identify how vulnerable building components are to 

climate change and the possible risk level.                                                                                                                                                                       

The consequence of a building component due to climate change is assessed by an overall risk rating, 

which is stated mathematically as below- 

         RPN=S*O*D 

Where, RPN is Risk Priority Number                                                                                                                             

S is Severity of a negative occurrence ( Score, 1-10)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

O is Analyze score of that negative occurrence (Score, 1-10)                                                                                                                                  

D is After effects / Damage score of that occurrence (Score, 1-10) 
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The scores are decided by the help of the table 4 below: 

Score Severity of a negative 
occurrence (S) 

Analyze score of that negative 
occurrence (O) 

After effects / Damage score of 
that occurrence (D) 

1 No effect N/A Negligible 

2-3 Measurable Recognize its existence Very low 

4-5 Minor  Interested Low. Slight loss of Serviceability 

6 Moderate More interested Moderate loss of Serviceability 

7 Major Analyze normally  Major loss of Serviceability 

8 Serious Relatively important  Some loss of function 

9 Hazardous Important. Analyze with more 
attention 

Major loss of function 

10 Catastrophic More important. Analyze with 
much more attention 

Loss of asset 

Table 4: Scoring for Risk analysis 

The steps in FMEA analysis are presented in the schedule in figure 15 below. 

 

Figure15. Steps in the FMEA [8] 

The FMEA protocol established the threshold for risk assessment level as mentioned in Table 5-  

Risk priority number Threshold Response 

<160 Low risk No action necessary 

160-200 Medium risk -Action may be required 
-Engineering analysis may be required 

 >200 High risk Action required 
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Case Study 
The case study highlights two apartment building projects in the area produced by different clients, 
namely JM (kv. Tresticklan) and SKB (kv. Muddus) 

 

Locations and surroundings 
At Norra Djurgårdsstaden (The Royal Seaport), Stockholm 

 

The area runs besides the waterline of the Baltic Sea, lies next to the Royal National City Park and is just 

ten minutes away from central Stockholm by bicycle.  

According to a decision by Stockholm City Council in 2010, Stockholm Royal Seaport is to be a 

sustainable urban district and an international model for sustainable urban planning. 

2000 new apartments are now occupied and approximately 5100 housing units have been appointed to 

developers.  

More facts about The Royal Sea Port 

Construction starting year: 2011 

Area: 236 hectares 

Total investment: € 2.2 billion 

Land owned - The City of Stockholm 

Target energy use: 55 kWh per square meter per year 

Target emission rate: Carbon dioxide emissions below 1.5 ton per person by 2020                                   

Public transports: Metro, buses (biogas and electro hybrid) and commuter boat [2] 

 

http://www.nationalstadsparken.se/default.aspx?id=4190&ptid=0
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Project details 

 

JM building 

Goal 
The project includes new construction of four new apartment buildings with a total of 64 apartments 
with 1 local, 1 restaurant, 1gym, cellar and garage sharing with another client HSB. Sizes of room and 
apartment are mentioned below: 
Apartment                                   sizes                                       distribution 
2 room 35%                              45-55 m2                                        15% 
                                                    55-60 m2                                        22% 
3 room 30%                              65-75 m2                                        15% 
                                                    75-85 m2                                        15% 
4 room 30%                              85-100 m2                                      30% 
5 rooms 5%                             110-120 m2                                        2% 
Room Sizes 
Master bedroom (apt of 55 m2)               11-13 m2 
Other bedroom                                             7-10 m2 
Living room 2-3 room                                 18-25 m2 
Living room 4-5 room                                 22-28 m2 
Room height 
The ceiling height is 2.50 m, the floor height 2.77 m 

Structure 
Structure: Apartment block in the form of the 8-9 floors and a basement 
Foundation: Piling and in-situ concrete slab 
The frame is casted in situ with bearing walls in situ concrete. 
The floor structures are cast-flat concrete base. 
The facades of the building consist of infill walls with plaster facade. 
Body: Steel and Concrete 
Roof: Sedum. 
Interior walls: Light walls of sheet materials 

Downstairs/ basements waterproof. 
Climatic load design according to BBR (Swedish building code) 

Heating and cooling 
Heating system: District heating: 65-95° C 

Ventilation systems: FTX. The FTX unit placed in the fan room on the attic. (FTX-system will save energy 
and especially if the overflow of heat from the laundry room can be heat recovered. However, this 
system also demands space, in terms of new shafts for the supply ducts and space for the air 
handling unit)                                                                                                                                                      
Glass system of window - 2 panes or 3 panes                                                                                                    

Blind between the glasses of window in South West direction                                                                  

Cooling of apartment- Not installed 
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Energy consumption and U values  
Outer walls: 0.137 W / m2 ˚C (plaster), 0.14 W / m2 ˚C (sheet material) 
Ceiling: 0.09 W / m2 ˚C (warm), 0.112 W / m2 ˚C (cold) 
Basement walls: 0.343 W / m2 ˚C 
Base: 0,343 W / m2 ˚C 
Decks / garage roof: 0.309 W / m2 ˚C 
Window: 0.9 W / m2 ˚C 
Entrances: 1.5 W / m2 ˚C 
Garage door: 1.5 W / m2 ˚C 
Estimated energy consumption: 52 kWh / m², year (excl. solar collectors) 
Energy factor for electricity is set to 2.0 according FEBY's recommendation. 
Energy efficient appliances class A selected 
Solar energy contributions are not calculated. 

Connection to external supply 
Water: The building will be connected to municipal water mains. 
Drain:  Drainage pipes for rainwater and waste water will be led by gravity from the building and 
connected to sewage systems. 
Heat: The building is supplied with district heating from the municipal energy plants. 
El System voltage: 230/400 V, 50 Hz. 
Electrical installations are carried out according to a 5-wire system. All electrical items must be closed 
designed for this system. 

Technical data 
Dimensioning outdoor temperature heating systems winter (DVUT): -1 8 ° C 
Dimensioning outdoor temperature air treatment winter (DVUT): -20 ° C 

Thermal systems and temperature supply  
Dimensioning indoor temperature winter: Apartments: +21 ° C 
Secondary spaces, cellars, stairwells, etc: +18 ° C 
Garage performs unheated. 
Local / Store:  +21 ° C 
Laundry:  +15 ° C 
Heating primary, district heating Winter (VP1) *: 95-42 ° C 
Heating Primary, district heating summer 65-20°C 
Heat secondary, radiators:  60-40 ° C 
Thermostatic radiator valves, the maximum limit for room temperature + 23 ° C (opens at 22 ° C and 
closes at + 24 ° C) 
Domestic hot water: +10-55 ° C 
Domestic hot water circulation: min + 50 ° C   [9]                                                                                                
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SKB building 

Goal 
The project includes new construction of two new apartment buildings with a total of 100 apartments 
with 2 local, restaurant, bakery, cellar and garage.  

Structure 
Structure: Apartment block in the form of the 7 floors and a basement 
Foundation: Piling and in-situ cast concrete slab 
Body: Steel and Concrete 
Floors- Concrete 
Facade: Cavity wall of bricks with mineral wool and plastic foam 
Roof: Sedum and pea gravel. 
Interior walls: Light walls of sheet materials 
Downstairs / basements – waterproofed by using bentoite concrete 
Climatic load design according to BBR (Swedish building code) 

Heating and cooling 
Heating system: District heating: 60° C 
Ventilation systems: FTX 
Glass system of window - 2 panes or 3 panes 
Blind between the glasses of a window in South East direction 
Cooling of apartment- No, but some holes are drilled for taking up heat. 
Incoming air, in the floor under the radiator goes with a very silent spray nozzle—this is called invent air. 

Energy Requirements 
Energy Requirement--55 kWh / m², year 
Energy factor for electricity is elected to 2.0 according FEBY's recommendation 
Energy efficient appliances class A selected 
Low U value in all parts of building envelope 
Solar energy calculated. 10000 kWh/ year used in energy calculation. 

Connection to external supply 
Water: The building will be connected to municipal water mains. 
Drain:  Drainage pipes for rainwater and waste water will be led by gravity from the building and 
connected to sewage systems. 
Heat: The building is supplied with district heating from the municipal energy plants. 
El System voltage: 230/400 V, 50 Hz. 
Electrical installations are carried out according to a 5-wire system. All electrical items must be closed 
designed for this system. 
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Technical data 
Dimensioning outdoor temperature heating systems winter (DVUT): -1 8 ° C 
Dimensioning outdoor temperature air treatment winter (DVUT): -20 ° C 

Thermal systems and climatic 
Dimensioning indoor temperature winter: 
Apartments (at DVUT): +21 ° C 
Secondary spaces, cellars, stairwells, etc. (at DVUT): +17 ° C 
Garage (at DVUT):  +15 ° C 
Local / Store (at DVUT):  +21 ° C 
Laundry (at DVUT):  +1 5 ° C 
Maximum air speed winter in the dwelling: 0.15 m / s 
Maximum air speed summer in the dwelling: 0.25 m / s 

Temperatures supply 
Heating primary, district heating *: 100-42 ° C 
Heat secondary, radiators:  45-35 ° C 
Heat secondary air treatment:  60-30 ° C 
Heat recovery, air treatment, 30% ethylene glycol: 7 / (-9) ° C 
Free cooling / Geothermal (KB01), 28% ethanol: 4 - 0/10 - 14 ° C 
Pre cooling / preheating batteries, air handling units (KB01): 3.5 - -2 / 10.5 - 16 ° C 
28% ethanol 
Domestic hot water: +55 ° C 
Domestic hot water circulation: min + 50 ° C [17] 
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Energy efficiency For JM and SKB project 
Energy calculation for a new building conforms to Swedish national building code. It calculates maximum 
need of heating power and specific energy consumption over a year. For calculating energy efficiency I 
am using here BBR 24 tools. Most of the data by default selected according to Swedish building code 
(BBR) and other data based on project program. According to project details of JM and SKB, both 
projects have almost similar data regarding energy consumption. I am assuming that both JM and SKB 
projects follow the standard Swedish building code (BBR). For calculation, I am considering JM projects. 
The reference project has 5551 m2 heated floor area, total thermal envelop 4522 m2 with average U 
value 0.28. 
Then according to BBR24, the specific energy demand is 74 kWh/m2 yr without any heat pump, which is 

greatly varies with Um. With same data, if Um decrease .01 W/m2°C, then specific energy demand also 

decrease by 2-3 kWh/m2 yr. 

 

 

Figure16. Section of ground floor [9] 
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Figure17. Section of top floor [9] 
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Figure18. Section of 1st floor [9] 

Heated floor area, A= (90.3+53.3+71.6+78.3+77.3+52.7+73.8+97.2+78.9+76.8+51.9+51.9)*6+ 

(54.7+81.2+101.3+91.4+72.4) =5551 m2, including area of staircase and lift room. Area of terrace and 

garage not consider here. 

The thermal properties of the JM building (Floor height= 2.77 m) 

Building Component Area (m2) U value (W/m2K) U.Area (W/K) 

Roof 998 0.1 99.8 

External wall 1990 0.17* 338.3 

Windows 490 0.9 441 

Doors 87 1.5 130.5 

Basement 957 0.309 295.7 

Thermal envelop total 4522  1305.3 

*0.17=(0.343*1+0.138*5.5)/6.5 

Um=0.28 
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www.energiberakning.se,                          Indata och resultat 

Administrativa uppgifter 

Fastighetsbeteckning: Kv Tresticklan, B
 

Byggnads ID: 
 

Kommun: Stockholm
 

Fastighetsägare/byggherre: JM
 

Energiberäkningen har utförts av: Hasan Kamruzz
 

Datum: 2017-04-07  kl 0
  

Datum
 

 

BBR-version, klimat, temperatur 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Beräknat enligt Boverkets byggregler, BBR BBR version BBR 24 

Byggnadens placering i Sverige Län /Kommun Stockholms län 

Klimatzon enl BBR Klimatzon III 

Beräkningen baseras på klimatfil (tillhandahållen av Sveby/SMHI) för orten Ort Stockholm 

Dimensionerande Vinter UteTemperatur (DVUT) enligt SMHI vid tidskonstant=24h °C -18.0 

Klimatkorrigering ( + avser varmare klimat) +/- % 0.0 

Inomhustemperatur °C 21 

Egen klimatfil har använts Ja/Nej 

 

 

Hustyp, area, lägenheter och personer 

Storhet enhet mätetal 
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Hustyp (småhus, flerbostadhus, lokal) Hustyp flerbostadshus 

Atemp m2, uppvärmd (>+10°C) golvarea (ej garage) m2 5551 

Lägenheter antal 67 

Personer som bor/vistas i huset antal 224 

 

Hushållsel och tappvarmvatten - samt "gratiseffekt" från dessa och personer 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Schablonvärden för tappvarmvatten, hushållsel och personvärme enligt utgivare BEN 

Personvärme som värmer byggnaden W 10453 

Hushållsel/verksamhetsel kWh/år 166530 

Hushållsel/verksamhetsel W 13307 

Tappvarmvatten, effekt W 33500 

Tappvarmvatten, energi kWh/år 138775 

Tappvarmvatten, spillvärme effekt W 3168 

Processer i lokal, energi kWh/år 

 

Processer i lokal, spillvärme effekt W 

 

Solfångare, Energi för tappvarmvatten som nyttiggörs i byggnaden kWh/år 

 

Solceller, Elenergi som nyttiggörs i byggnadens fastighetsenergi kWh/år 

 

Annan lokalt alstrad energi som nyttiggörs för byggnadens energianvändning kWh/år 

 

Soltillskott genom fönster/glas (angiven indata för ev statisk beräkning) kWh/år 27755 

 

Förluster: Transmission, ventilation, infiltration, tappvarmvatten, fastighetsenergi, kyla 

Storhet enhet mätetal 
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Omslutande area m2 4522 

Värmeisolering, U-medel W/m2 K 0.28 

Infiltration vid 50 Pa (luftläckage) l/s m2 0.4 

Totalt ventilationsflöde l/s 2026.6 

Vädring kWh/ m2 år 4 

Fastighetsenergi, el till fläktar kWh/år 758 

Typ av ventilation, F, FÅ, FT, FTX Typ FTX 

Fastighetsenergi, el till pumpar, belysning i allmänna utrymmen, hissar etc kWh/år 300 

Kyla (korrigerad energimängd enligt BBR) kWh/år 

 

 

Tidskonstant för byggnadens värmetröghet och DVUT 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Vald ort för att beräkna DVUT ort Stockholm 

Tidskonstant h 24 

Dimensionerande VinterUteTemperatur, DVUT, justerad m h t tidskonstant °C -18.0 

 

Ventilationsvärmeväxlare - värmepump - energislag 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Värmeåtervinning, FTX (Temperaturverkningsgrad, max) % 0 

Värmeåtervinning, FTX (Temperaturverkningsgrad, vid DVUT) % 0 

Värmeåtervinning med FTX, återvunnen specifik effekt W/°C 0 

Värmeåtervinning med FTX, återvunnen effekt W 0 

Typ av ventilationsvärmeväxlare Typ PlattVVX 
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Tillufttemperatur till rum °C 21 

Värmepump:  COP 0 

Värmepump, avgiven effekt vid DVUT W 0 

Värmepump, egendefinierad värmepump namn 

 

 

°C;kW;COP   

Spetslast med energislag Fjärrvärme 

Reglerförluster inom byggnaden % 5 

 

Effektbehov för byggnaden [beräknat resultat] 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Byggnad (Transmission, Ventilation och Infiltration) W 147 618 

Tillskott ("gratis") W 27 013 

Återvunnet från ventilationen W 0 

Radiatorsystem, avgiven effekt W 120 606 

Tappvarmvatten, effekt W 33 500 

Summa effektbehov för uppvärmning och tappvarmvatten W 154 106 

PRODUKTION     

Värmepumpens eleffektanvändning vid DVUT W 0 

Elpatroner, radiatorer etc, effektanvändning (spets) W 

 

Uppvärmningseffekt (fjärrvärme/olja/gas/fastbränsle/annat) W 154 106 

Totalt behov av eleffekt W 0 

Specifik eleffekt (>10 W/m2 medför att huset är elvärmt enligt BBR) W/m2 0,0 

BBR el-krav, fast del W 
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BBR el-krav, tillägg om Atemp > 130 m2 W 

 

BBR el-krav, tillägg för lokal där ventilationen >0,35 l/s m2 W 

 

BBR, maximalt tillåten eleffekt W 

 

Klarar BBR:s effektkrav J/N Ja 

 

Energibehov för byggnaden [beräknat resultat] 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

Balanstemperatur °C 13,3 

Gradtimmar baserade på klimatfil Kh 61667 

Solenergi, tillgodogjord genom fönster kWh/år 27411 

Verkningsgrad uppvärmning % 97 

Transmission brutto kWh/år 157 163 

Ventilation + infiltration brutto kWh/år 312 669 

Atemp m2 5551 

      

Tappvarmvatten kWh/år 138 775 

Byggnadsuppvärmning kWh/år 270 565 

Solfångare,solceller el dyl. kWh/år - 

Köpt värmeenergi kWh/år 409 340 

Fastighetsenergi kWh/år 1058 

Kylenergi kWh/år 

 

Köpt energi enligt BBR kWh/år 410 398 

Specifik energianvändning enligt BBR, för byggnaden utan värmepump kWh/m2 år 74 [max 80] 
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BBR, maximalt tillåten specifik energianvändning (med ev tillägg för ventilation i lokal) kWh/m2 år 80 

Hushållsel kWh/år 166530 

Total energianvändning kWh/år 576928 

 

Energibehov för byggnaden, med värmepump [beräknat resultat] 

Storhet enhet mätetal 

VärmepumpVärmepump: namn   

Värmepumpens täckningsgrad % 

 

Värmepumpens energibehov kWh/år 

 

Kompletterande spetsenergi kWh/år 

 

Energibehov för värme, summa kWh/år 

 

Fastighetsenergi kWh/år 

 

Kylenergi kWh/år 

 

Köpt energi enligt BBR kWh/år 

 

Specifik energianvändning kWh/m2 år 

 

Tillåten specifik energianvändning enligt BBR kWh/m2 år 80 

 

Beräknat resultat jämfört med BBR:s krav 

BBR-krav enhet BBR-kravnivå Beräknat 
Uppfyller BBR-

krav 

U-medel W/m2 K 0.40 0.28 Ja 

Eleffekt W 

 

0 Ja 

Specifik energianvändning kWh/m2 år 80 74 Ja 
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Construction details 
In this section construction details of the two projects are described. This is done out of drawings of 

roofs, walls with window and basement. After an overview of all the drawings I found several cross-

sections that may use but I choose only some of them. 

Roof section   

JM project 

 

Figure19. Roof projection at upper edge of the roof [9] 

 

Figure20. Eaves [9] 
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Figure21. Roof projections at gables [9] 

 

 

Figure22. Roof projection with drainage [9] 
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    SKB project 

 

Figure23. Roof construction and parapet [17]  

 

Figure24. Roof construction with parapet and drainage [17] 
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Analysis – strength, weakness, opportunities  

 
The roof of the JM-project is shown in the drawings in pictures 19-22. It is a pent roof of shed roof with 
gutters on the lower ends. The slope is 1:10, so it is a low-slope roof. The roof cover is moss sedum 
according to the Vegtech system (reference can be included). On all sides except the lower side there 
are edgings made of wood. Under the sedum layer and up on the edgings a roofing membrane is 
installed. On the edgings the membrane is covered by copings. At the lower edge a steel flashing is 
mounted and covered by the roofing membrane. This flashing is to let the droplets of water out to the 
gutter. The roof is constructed with wooden rafters mounted on the attic floor. So it is a ventilated roof. 
  
The roof of the SKB project is presented in the pictures 23-24. It’s almost flat, with a slope of about 1:60. 
It is surrounded by parapets. These parapets are made of L-shaped concrete elements that are 
connected to the structure and resting on blocks of expanded polystyrene. The brick wall facade of the 
building follows all the way up to the top of the facades. The roof is covered by sedum that is installed 
on a waterproof membrane. This is a compact roof with mineral wool insulation 240 to 390 mm thick. A 
mineral wool board is installed on top of the insulation as an underlay for the roofing membrane. The 
water is drained from the roof through pipes that are passing the parapets. These pipes takes the water 
down out to the downpipes. The roof membranes are attached to the parapets and goes all the way up 
to the top. It is protected by a flashing coming from the top of the parapet. The parapets are covered by 
steel sheet copings. 
  
The JM roof is a common and well proved construction. In case of heavy rain all water will flow off the 
roof in a short while. 
  
The SKB roof is also a well proven construction. However, in case of very heavy rain it is a risk that the 
drains will not have enough capacity, and so the water level may raise on the roof. 
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Window and wall section 

JM project 
 

 

 

Picture25. Wall construction with window connections and solution at an intermediate floor [9] 
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SKB project 
 

 

Figure26. Wall construction with connection to the window and an intermediate floor [17] 
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Figure27. Detail of upper window connection [17] 

 

 

 

Figure28. Detail of lower window connection [17] 
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Wall- JM Project 

 

Figure29. General design of wall [9] 

 

Wall- SKB project 

 

 

Figure30. Prefabricated wall element [17] 
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Analysis - Strength, weakness and opportunities 

 

The wall constructions of the JM project is a dry-wall made of wood studs. It is an infill wall with 195 mm 
mineral wool between the studs, see figure 29. These wall elements have a 9 mm board on their outer 
side, described as mould and water resistant. The inner lining is 13 mm gypsum board. In those places 
where a radiator is to be mounted on the walls a plywood board is placed in back of the gypsum for 
giving better stability. 
The infill walls are hanging outside about 80 mm over the edge of the slab. The edges of the slabs are 
insulated with stone wool covered by a liner “Halotex”. Outside these infill wall elements is 80 mm 
mineral wool which is all covered by the facade material which is mineral plaster, 20 mm thick. 
In general the wall is 330 mm thick. 
  
The windows of the JM project have wood frames. These frames are placed in line with the outer part of 
the wood frame of the dry wall. In the lower part of the window frames flashings are attached. These 
are projecting 40 mm out of the facade. The function of them is lo lead out water that strikes the 
windows. The moisture protection of the window is much dependent on the functionality of this 
flashing. 
  
The SKB wall is shown in figures 30. The wall structure is made of prefabricated concrete elements. The 
elements are typically 320 mm thick with 170 mm plastic foam insulation. At the edges of the elements 
and at the holes for the windows it is no thermal insulation on the concrete elements. After mounting 
the wall an extra layer of thermal insulation is mounted outside the elements about 50 mm thick outside 
the elements. The facade is covered by bricks. In back of these bricks is an air gap, about 40 mm. The 
total thickness of the wall is 510 mm. 
  
The windows in the SKB-project have wood frames that are covered by aluminum sheets on the outer 
side. The outer pane is in line with the inner side of the air gap. So, the frame is resting with half of its 
depth on the concrete and half is over the outer thermal insulation. In the upper part a flashing is 
mounted to protect from water coming from the air gap above. In the lower part a flashing is mounted 
to lead out the water coming from the window when it rains. So it flows out to the brick wall below. 
  
In a comparison between the constructions for the walls and windows in these two projects some items 
can be mentioned. It is an air gap in the wall of the SKB building which helps any moisture that goes into 
the wall to dry out. The brick wall is also very durable against loads of driving rain. The dry-wall of the JM 
project is a single step facade where rain control and wind control is given by the same layer in the 
facade. The wall construction is very dependent on a good function of all the details. So, very much care 
is needed when for example the flashings under the windows are assembled. Another notation is that 
the JM wall is in general 330 mm thick while the wall of SKB is 510 mm. This is quite important when 
thinking about efficient use of the plot. 
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Basement section  

 JM project 
 

 

Figure31. Basement section of JM project [9] 
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SKB project 
 

 

Figure32. Basement section of SKB project [17] 
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Analysis - Strength, weakness and opportunities  

 

The basement of the JM-building is shown in figures 31. It is in situ cast concrete. The ground slab and 

the retaining wall or the basement walls are integrally cast (or cast in one piece). The slab is cast on top 

of EPS-boards, 100 mm thick, which are placed on gravel, about 200 mm thick. This thermal insulation is 

however not found under the garage part. The haunches under the load bearing walls are about 500 

mm deep and 600 mm wide. They are cast on top of the piles that transfer the loads down to the 

ground. Under them it is no thermal insulation. On the outer side of the retaining wall (or basement 

wall) boards of water permeable thermal insulation is placed (Isodrän). The basement wall is at about 

200 mm thick. The upper part of the basement wall is above ground. This part has insulation boards of 

plastic foam, 100 mm thick. 

 

A few questions regarding the basement are: The connection between the basement wall and the slab. 

It is not really clear if it is some kind of joint strip or water stop in that connection. It could be needed 

because of the risk of a ground water level should be high. It should probably be dilation joints 

somewhere in the basement walls. These need to be sealed with care to avoid future problems with 

leakage. 

The basement of the SKB project, figure 32   is made of prefabricated concrete elements. They are 

placed on an in situ cast concrete slab. Outside the basement wall is thermal insulation made of plastic 

foam, normally 180 mm thick. It is a support for the brick wall in the prefabricated elements that 

projects about 250 mm from the wall. Outside this project is also plastic foam insulation. 

Critical parts in this construction are the joints between the slab and the elements and also the vertical 

joints between the elements. They all need to be waterproof. 
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FMEA analysis considering climatic factors 
The FMEA assessment results showing the calculated RPN on a building component considering drainage, foundation, wall, 

door, window and roof where cut off RPN was anticipated is shown in Table 6-  

Failure mode and effect analysis S O D RPN Verification 

Phenome
na 

Failure mode Degradation process Severity of 
failure mode 

Analyze score 
of  that failure 

Damage score 
of that failure  

Risk Priority 
Number 

Cut off RPN 
reached ? <200 

Wind load In/Outside 
pressure 
equalization 

Cladding 
deterioration/water 
leakage 

6 4 6 144 Acceptable  

Snow load Increasing of 
loads 

Roof complex 
deterioration 
(insulation) 

4 6 3 72 Acceptable 

 Stagnant 
water 

Degradation of 
waterproof membrane 
by dilation 

7 5 4 140 Acceptable 

Sunlight 
(UV) 

Thermal 
radiation 

Material dilation 5 6 4 120 Acceptable 

 UV Component age faster 1 7 1 7 Acceptable 

Heavy rain Material 
damages 

Asphalt membrane 
degradation 

8 7 2 112 Acceptable 

 Harmful 
damages 

Structural damages 9 2 8 144 Acceptable 

 Aesthetical 
damages 

Discoloration 3 6 1 18 Acceptable 

 Biological 
damages 

Mold, Algae 4 6 4 96 Acceptable 

Snow 
accumulat
ion 

Increasing of 
loads 

Roof complex 
deterioration 
(insulation) 

4 6 3 72 Acceptable 

 Stagnant 
water 

Degradation of 
waterproof membrane 
by dilation 

7 5 5 175 Acceptable 

 Material 
damages 

Asphalt membrane 
degradation 

8 7 2 112 Acceptable 

Snow melt Increasing of 
loads 

Roof complex 
deterioration 
(insulation) 

4 6 5 120 Acceptable 

Severe Ice 
storm 

In/Outside 
pressure 
equalization 

Cladding 
deterioration/water 
leakage 

5 5 7 175 Acceptable 

Tornadoes In/Outside 
pressure 
equalization 

Cladding 
deterioration/water 
leakage 

8 2 8 128 Acceptable 

 Stagnant 
water 

Degradation of 
waterproof membrane 
by dilation 

7 5 5 175 Acceptable 

 Harmful 
damages 

Structural damages 8 2 7 112 Acceptable 

Extreme 
heat 

Thermal 
radiation 

Material dilation 3 2 8 48 Acceptable 

 Expansion Structural damage 5 2 8 80 Acceptable 

Extreme 
cold 

Shrinkage Structural damage 8 2 8 128 Acceptable 

Humidifies Low optical 
damages 

Mould spots/ 
discoloration 

3 6 2 36 Acceptable 

 Harmful 
damages 

Mildew 6 3 6 108 Acceptable 

 Biological 
damages 

Bacterial invasion/ dry 
rot 

7 3 8 168 Acceptable 

 Physical 
damages 

Wood swelling/ 
concrete spalling 

7 3 8 168 Acceptable 

Table6. FMEA analysis 
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Discussion and Recommendation 
When a new building is built by a bigger company JM, NCC, SKB, SKANSKA or PEAB for example 
that does all the assembly. The bigger company hires entrepreneurs specialized in every stages 
of building construction process such as plaster and sheet metal work, infill work, energy 
calculation expert, ventilation calculation & installation expert, moisture consultant etc. They 
use environmental friendly, genuine and healthy materials. They are always aware of 
environmental effect on a building as a result low risk establishment. They choose such areas 
where good communication (public transport, metro, buses etc.) to the surrounding areas are 
exists. They also choose such area where nice natural view exists with possibilities of 
performing different activities within the building and in the surrounding area. As a result, 
these types of buildings provide environmental friendly, healthy and sustainable life style. 
Moreover, these building sustain a longer life than others. 
 
 Anyway, it is always important to evaluate the building components and make a proposal so 

that the owner’s not to lose important values. Here, I tried to focus some important issue based 

on my analysis and judgments, which are mentioned below- 

Based on energy efficiency 

Both JM and SKB built low energy houses including a good indoor environment about 52 

kWh/m2 yr and 55 kWh/m2 yr respectively.  But in my analysis, I found 74 kWh/m2 yr for JM due 

to missing of some data. For SKB, I not analysis specific energy demand as I don’t know U value 

of different component of SKB building envelope. But it should be the same way as like as JM. 

Studies show that, if Um decrease 0.01, energy efficiency decreased by 2-3 kWh/m2 year 

considering all other variables are constant.  To get more energy efficiency some improvement 

should be done which are mentioned below:                                                                                

Improve insulation quality in some part of building to reduce Um, where necessary.             

Improve of cooling system.                                                                                                                    

Using more Renewable energy from solar panel (SKB) / installed solar panel (JM) and heat 

pump 

Based on building component: roof, window with wall and basement 

Both JM & SKB roof is a common and well proved construction. In case of heavy rain-  
All water will flow off the roof in a short while (JM)                                                   
The drains will not have enough capacity, and so the water level may rise on the roof (SKB) 
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An air gap in the wall of SKB building which helps any moisture that goes into the wall to dry 
out. The dry-wall of the JM project is a single step facade where rain control and wind control is 
given by the same layer in the facade. So, very much care is needed when flashings are installed 
under the windows. 
 
Connection between the basement wall and the slab of JM building is not clear if it is some kind 

of joint strip or water stop in that connection. It could be needed because of the risk of a 

ground water level should be high. It should probably be dilation joints somewhere in the 

basement walls. These need to be sealed with care to avoid future problems with leakage. For 

SKB building, critical parts are the joints between the slab and the elements and also the 

vertical joints between the elements. They all need to be waterproof. 

Based on FMEA 

During the service life of a building, there are different issues that could damage different parts 

of it. In order to ensure that all the building’s functions are ensured throughout its entire 

service life, it is necessary to ensure the use of high quality materials and well designed 

connections. FMEA is an evaluation of the materials to point out their function, but also 

possible risks for them. I already mentioned before that both JM and SKB used high quality 

materials in their building process as a result low risk establishment (RPN) observed most of the 

cases. All of the medium risk found related with humidifies, moisture damage or stagnant water 

due to heavy rain. So some corrective actions needed to reduce the RPN to establish low risk 

structure. So, the recommendations to upgrade the existing structure are listed below: 

-Improving ground site particularly drainage management and handling ice                                                               

-Improving building envelop with respect to moisture management                                                                      

-To set up mechanical drainage system for heavy rain                                                                                              

-To set up emergency electricity supply due to power outrages during natural disaster                      

-Performance monitoring regularly and re-evaluate at a later date                                                          

-Additional research and analysis require 

The building code used in Sweden based on regularly updated historic data. The value arising 

due to climate change from climatic change prediction models not considered in the building 

code. So, it’s very difficult for the designers to accustomed design with prediction and empirical 

data. So, more research is needed to fit with empirical data so that designers are accustomed to 

using it. Moreover, all predicted data on environmental loads should be included in 

climatologically which should be available for the designers.  
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Conclusions  
This report written based on blueprint drawing analysis of JM (kv. Tresticklan) and 

SKB (kv. Muddus) projects at the Royal Sea port. I was not involved during the 

building process and even I not visited those projects area. So, it may create error 

in the real situation. For the risk analysis, I put the score according to my own 

judgments and there is no unique value for this. Many man, many minds. As a 

result, everyone has his own judgments which may not match each other.  

Anyway, my main goal was in this thesis to gain an overall knowledge of the 

energy uses in building, the necessity to make a low energy building concerning to 

save the environment, system thinking for a project, understanding sections of 

different building component from different angles and lastly to evaluate a 

project based on FMEA method. This knowledge will help me greatly on my future 

carrier.  
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